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I

hen the current owners purchased their
1939 English Tudorstyle home-once the
epitome of gracious
upp e r-mi ddle-cl as s

life-th.y knew it
lacked the requisites
for today's living. The house' s miniscule kitchen along
with the absence of a family room rendered it outdated and inadequate.

Its layout was typical of many homes of its vintage

in the Washington areai From the center hallway
entrance, the library was on the left, located above
the garage and therefore up a couple of steps.
Behind the living room and dining room, off a central hall, was a small kitchen. The stairs to the second
floor split on a small landing. To reach the only bathroom on the floor, the couple had to go down, then
up a few steps. Closet space was practically nil.
The new owners decided to live with these inconveniences while they decided how to approach a renovation. In the meantime, they turned to interior

designer Isabel Stromsem to help establish style and
in the living room, dining room and
library-the portion of the house that would remain
intact. Two years later; when they were finally ready to
tackle a big overhaul, Stromsem recommended architect Richard Leggin to the homeowners.
When Leggin arrived at the home for the first time
on a rainy day, he found himself walking up the front
sidewalk, peering down the side of an adjacent retainirg wall into the driveway and garage entrance. As he
waited on the front stoop in the drizzle, he knew that
this approach needed to be changed to create a cordial and welcomirg entrance.
However, when Leggin met his future clients on that
rauliry duy, they focused on the interior and how to gain
space and functionality for the couple. After careful
planning, a renovation program unfolded that would
nearly double the size of the house, yet leave it comfortably nestled in its neighborhood of tall old trees
and established homes. "One of my first objectives was
to make sure the house would fit very well with the
neighborhood and the additions would blend seamlessly with the old house-that it all belongs togeth er,"

ambiance
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explains Leggin. He created a three-story addition on
the rear of the house consistirg of a family room,
kitchen and breakfast room on the main level, a master bedroom suite on the upper level and a recreation
room on the lower, basement level.
Flarmonious transition became the keystone for
this project: linking and holding together two functioning and equally important elements of a house
separated by u span of 60 years.

Committed to collaboration, Leggin worked not
only with Stromsem, but with landscape architect Guy

Williams of DCA Landscape Architects, kitchen
designer Galen Harley and with builders Carl
Mahany and Mike l{anze of Macon Construction
Company. They would maintain, yet enhance, the
original style of the house.
Proportion and scale demanded a steeper roof.
Reconciling intersecting rooflines, merging the old
and the new was among the most difficult of the
design challenges. Leggin accomplished this with a
transition element that Stromsem nicknamed "the
tower, " a three story, stone-faced structure that linked
the original home to the addition. On the main floor,
the connecting space is integrated into the family
room, housing the couple's grand piano. And upstairs,
it is a charming balcony off the master bedroom.

With plumbirg intact, the old miniscule kitchen
into a butler's pantry and wet bar
furnished with dark cherry cabinetry and a 19th-

was transformed

century English china press. It makes a lovely, functional transition from the gracious gentility of the

front hallway, living room and dining room to

the

charm of the casual family room and kitchen.
The hub of the house, the new kitchen is located
behind the dining room and next to the family room
with a separate breakfast room beyond. Though her
client was considering cherry cabine try, Stromsem
recommended using maple cabinets with a brown
glaze. They would be lighter than cherry, but dark
enough to blend with the mahogany furnishings in
the living and dining rooms. "The rooms are not connected," says Stromsem. "But I always feel there is a
memory when you walk into a house and we didn't
want a:ny stark delineation any place."
Off the breakfast room, a small porch leads to a private garden, a quiet and serene retreat in this neighborhood of closely sited homes. An additional porch
is located off the family room. Where outside space is
a premium, Leggin reserved small outdoor hideeasy

aways, screened

from the adjoinitg properties by

flowers and foliage. The side screened porch was
enlarged and given the character it deserved with the
addition of bracketed columns.
Upstairs, at the top of the right split of the staircase,
walls of one bedroom were demolished to create a
HCME & DESIGN NCVEMBER/DECEMBER 2OO5 169

large central hall with access to both the guest rooms
and the master suite. The original master bedroom
was expanded and now serves as the husband's study.
Its small dormer on the front was replaced with a

larger one, a definitg architectural element on the
faEade. The opposite end of the room opens to the
generous new master bedroom suite, which boasts a
large master bath clad in Carrera marble-a stone
that possibly would have been used in the time the
house was built-and a dressing room with a wealth
of closets and storage space.
The house is furnished in an elegant, understated
way in a nod to its original age and stature. Stromsem
and the wife have combed antique stores from
Baltimore to Richmond, judiciously selecting pieces
that wooed them. The home evolved as new pieces
were interwoven with antiques and family heirlooms.
"Having a history is what makes a home," Stromsem
explains. 'lVe wanted to emphasize the old rather
than the new."
The owners' two original sofas had just the right
scale for the room, notes Stromsem, who had them
reupholstered in an English floral similar to one that
would have been used in the late '30s or early '40s.
Having chosen yellow as the dominant hue for the livirg room, they continued to draw from a primary
palette, selectitg red for the walls of the dining room,
flatterirg to guests and complementary to the traditional mahog arry furnishings.
The wife and Stromsem like floral prints, but in the
master suite balanced a hydrangea print with tamer
solids. The hydrangea pattern represents the more
than 50 hydrangeas planted in the garden.
Finally, Leggin addressed the problem of rainsoaked guests at the front door. He created a new
canopy entrance with a stone surrouild, giving the
faEade of the home depth and dimension along with
presence and person aliq. Rather than selecting the
usual Tudor beige and browns for the exterior, hues
of grays and greens touched with a hint of blue tuck
this large home into the landsc"pe, a Stromsem contribution to this collaborative effort.

Working with Gry Williams, Leggin modified the
approach from the street with an angled stoop and
steps. Now, the S-curve walkway to the home keeps
visitors away from the driveway for a more "picturesque" upptoach.

Today, this Northwest home looks thoroughly
it had existed in its present
state for six-plus decades-a successful, seamless
blend of old and new. *
established, as though

Contrihuting editor Barbara Karth resides in Chny Chase,
Maryland. Award-winning photographer Kennetlt, M.
Wynu is based in Thkoma Park, Maryland.
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